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Career Politicians Want Anyone But Chance Trahan For President And You've Got To
Wonder Why

Leading Presidential Candidate, Chance Trahan, Now Has Confirmation That Indicate That Incumbent
President Donald Trump Should Be Thoroughly Investigated For Fraud, Treason, And Tampering With A
Fellow Presidential Candidate's Campaign

LOS ANGELES - April 8, 2020 - PRLog -- The distinguished Presidential Candidate, Chance Trahan,
who is someone that most refer to as the real-life Batman, and our only hope to push back against this
current policed state, is consistently exposing the Coronavirus scam on his Twitter. What he's openly saying
about the obviously staged-pandemic that other politicians are trying so desperately to hide is shocking.

"California Governor Gavin Newsom is really stealing my Press Releases and exploiting my concept on the
news? He's pretending as if he cares more about your health than Trump. However, Donald seems very
concerned with cryptically letting me know that fighting their big money won't be a walk in the park. I'm
under the impression that he's got connections with TPUSA that are trying to help him relay his worthless
messages to me. Anything that comes out of his mouth is a lie and he's even flopped on issues several times
going back and forth with his claims, and then saying that he has no idea if it's even true. Facts are that
Trump has a tiny situation room inside the White House where he sits with a large group of people he
trusts, so much for social distancing, and this room is also where he reports to every single day just to be
informed on what the facts are. So you're telling me that he doesn't know what's what? If this guy in office
is really that confused on the issues, then what is he even in office for? I refuse to accept these claims that
he's a bumbling idiot. He knows exactly what he's doing, just like Obama did, and I'm convinced that this is
all for show. He's turned the White House into one huge reality TV show and that's more sickening than the
incumbents pushing this faux–flu. They need to stop tampering with my campaign too. We need to fight
back against accepting this policed state. Look, I recently asked for proof that Donald Trump is implicit in
the Las Vegas Shooting and I discovered that his buddy 'Dr' Fauci is tied directly to George Soros, and we
all know how Soros, with the help of Mandalay Bay CEO: Jim Murren, profited over $190 Billion off the
Las Vegas Shooting, and together, they all stand to wildly profit from this Coronavirus scam too. There's
your proof," says Sheriff Trahan.

Check out the related "Sheriff Says Wassup" Podcast: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMxWIf1g4rA (
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMxWIf1g4rA&feature=e...)
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